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Mrs N Rahman,
Learned Addl PP For the prosecution.

IN THE COURT OFTHE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE: SONITPUR-
ATTEZPUR

Present: Smti R:Das,
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

GR CASENO 1720/09
(U/s 341/325/34 of IPC)

State

-Vs- .

Appearances:

. 1. Md SultanAli, st» Md HakimOddin,
2. Md Sikandar AIi, st» Md Hakimuddin,
3. Md Saiful Islam, st« Md Hakimuddin,

All are of No 1 Noorpurjute,
PS - Dhekiajuli, Dist - Sonitpur .

........... Accused person.

Mr N Islam,
Ld Counsel : For the accused.

Date of recording evidence : 18-12-2012,01-03-2014,
20-09-2014,04-12-2014,
12-02-2015, 17-04-2015.

Date of hearing argument : 30-06-2017.

Date of judgment : 14-07-2017.

·',r JUDGMENT

The prosecution case in brief is that:

The ejahar was lodged by the informant Hamed M, 08-09'2009

on 07-08-2012 alleging. Inter alia that on 07-09-2009 at about 9.30 PM while his

son Waris Ali was coming back to his home from one Mosar Ali of the same

village, then the accused persons wrongfully restrained him on the way and
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assaulted him by causing grievous injuries on his person with intent to kill him.

As his son made hue and cry, then the neighbouring people arrived and save his

life. His son was immediately shifted to Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur by police.

It is also stated in the ejahar that the accused persons also snatched away a sum

of Rs.2',670/- from the pocket of the injured. Hence, this case.

2. On receipt of the ejahar, i/c Borsola Out Post made GO Entry No

279 dated 17-09-2009 and forwarded the same to OC, Dhekiajuli Police Station

for registration and investigation. Accordingly, Ohekiajuli PS case 300/09 under

Section 341/325/379/34 of IPC was registered and the case was entrusted for

investigation. The 10 taking up the duty of investigation, visited the place of

occurrence, examined the witnesses and on conclusion of the investigation,

submitted charge-sheet against the accused persons Hakimuddin, Sultan Ali,

Sikandar Ali and .Saiful Islam under Section 341/325/34 of IPC.

3. On taking cognizance, summons were issued to the accused

persons and on receipt of summons the accused appeared before the Court and

was furnished with copies of the relevant documents.

Heard both the sides pertaining to framing of charge. Considering

the materials on case record and the case diary and upon hearing both the sides,

prima facie materials were found against the accused person under' Section

341/325 of IPC. A formal charge was framed against the accused and the same

on being read over and explained the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried. During trial the case is abated against accused Hakirnuddin

vide order dated 11-07-2014 as he was expired.

4. '. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

1. Whether the accused persons, in
furtherance of common intention, on
07-09-2009, wrongfully restrained Md
WareshAI; and thereby committed the
affence punishable under Section
341/34 of [PC?
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2. Whether the accused persons, in

furtherance of common intention, on
07-09-2009, voluntarily caused
grievous hurt to Md Waresh Ali and
thereby committed the offence
punishable under Section 325/34 of
IPC?

Prosecution had examined as many as ten PWs including the

informant and victim in support of this case. Statement of the accused under

Section 313 of CrPC have been recorded in which they have denied committing

of the alleged offence and declined to adduce evidence. Heard the Learned

Counsel for both the sides.

5.
just decision.

6.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

I have carefully perused the evidences on record, to arrive at a
I

i·
.11'

" I

PW1 Md Hamid Ali @ Abdul Hamed is the informant of this case

deposed that the accused' persons are his relatives. On the date of occurrence, at

about 8/8.30 PM while his son returning back to his home, then on the way, the

accused persons restrained him and assaulted him with rod. At the time of

occurrence, he was going to Tarabil for Namaz. One Abu Bakkar informed him

about the occurrence and the said person brought him to his home by riding

motorcycle. After returning home he could not found his ~n at his home,

Neighbouring people Ain'al Mastor, Khaleque Secretary, Baramuddin were taken

his son to the Civil Hospital,Tezpur. He went to the hospital on the next day and

came to know that his son received head injury. His son reported him that the

accused persons, Sultan, Sikandar and Saiful were assaulted him. He lodged the

ejahar on the next day at Dhekiajuli PS. Ext.1 is the ejahar and EXt.1(1) is his

signature.

.~-

In his cross-examination, PW1 stated that cannot say the name of

the petition writer who wrote the ejahar. He stated that at' the time of

occurrence, he went to: the Mosjid of NO.1 Rahmanpur for Tarabi Namaz as at

that time was Ramjan month. He further stated he did not see the occurrence

,~,
.,,/
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personally and he heard about the occurrence only from his son. He stated

further that about 1112 months ago they had a quarrel with the accused person

and for that purpose, accused Sultan lodged a case against his son and in that

case, his son Waresh Ali was sent to jail hazot. The accused is a retired teacher

of the Phulbari TE School. He stated further that he did not see the occurrence

personally and have no personal knowledge about the occurrence. He denied the

fact that the accused did not assault the injured.

7. PW2, Md Waris Ali is the victim of this case who deposed that

the accused persons are the sons of his uncle and accused Hakimuddin is his

uncle and the informant is his father. The occurrence took place about four

years ago. He deposed that he went to bring the balance(Dagga-palla) from
··1

the house of his uncle iJnd while was returning, then in front of the house of

accused persons, accused Sultan assaulted him from backside' on his head

and he fell down. His mobile phone fallen down in the nearby drain. He

became senseless and regained his sense on another hit on his head by the
-',

accused and found himself in the grip of accused Saiful and Sikandar and

Sultan assaulted him. They told that they will kill him and. will throw him in

the Bee!. They dragged him to the Beel. Thereafter, MazibLir, Basir Tuharuddin

arrived there and saved him from their grip. They brought him ~Q the ro,u,se

of Hakimuddin and laic:! him under a tree. He asked for water and they

provided him water. H~ became senseless and regained his sense at KCH,

Tezpur on the next day, He .was brought to the hospital by V.O,P. Secretary,

Md Khaleque and Basir. He sustained injuries on his chest and leg and inside

mouth. His father lodqed a case.

In cross-examination, he deposed that his father lodged this

case on getting information from him and other persons. He deposed that

prior to 4/5 months aqo from this incident, he did not go to the house of the

accused persons. The house of Sultan is about half kilometer away trorn hi~
;

house and the houses of Majibur, Hasmat, Monin Haque, RusJ!l.m"AIi". M9har
, ":,; .,:' ': .

Ali, Kuktar Ali are situated near the house of Sultan. Rustam Ali has. been. - " ,"' "r- .. " •. -.' ,"-'

died. The wife of the accused Sultan lodged a case against hir:n.all~ging of

committing rape on her after a few days of this incident. It is not ,a fact that

~.
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that the accused Sultan Ali caught him red handed while attempting to rape

his wife. It is not a fact that at the time of committing rape, his wife raised

hue and cry, then Sultan came and he showed him a dagger to him and

Giasuddin fled away from there. It is not a fact that accused Sultan and other

accused did not assault him. It is not a fact that the villagers forbade them to

lodge case against him and so, the ejahar was lodged lately. It is not a fact

that he did not state before the police that the accused assaulted him from

backside and his mobile phone fallen down from his hand. It is not a fact that

he regained his sense on hitting him twice on his head. It is also not a fact

that he did not state before the 10 that accused Sikandar and Saiful caught

his hand. It is not a fact that he did not state berore the 10 that the accused

persons dragged him to the Beel and Mazibur, Baisr Tuharuddin arrived there

Ii; '~\\dlcj./,,~ and saved him from their grip. It IS not a fact that he deposed falsely todi;lY·It

~'l!'rr--,~.I!'~ is not a fact that he did not state before the 10 that he sustained injuries on~() ,

,g (',:" '\ "":" his head, right leg and inside his mouth.
_( " \.(10'

.••.•I .~)) *
:'l \ "''!$W Is7 / '
~\. ),,~! 7

, / . tJ' ,. . ,{
.... ...". PW3, 'Md Hasmat· Ali deposed that accused persons are his.

neighbours, He knows .Hamid Ali. About 4/5 years ago, there was a quarrel

between Hamid Ali and Sultan at about 7/8 PM. He went to the place of

occurrence and saw Sultan assaulting the son of Hamid. Thereafter, }he S9~
of Hamid was shifted to Dhekiajuli Hospital. ,'

. "

In his cross-examination, he deposed that it wasin t!l~,rnpnth

of Romjan and at that time his wife was sleeping, When his son raised h~lla,

they went to the place of occurrence and saw that the son of Hamid was

crying. He does not see any blood stain.on his body. He does not know why

the': " quarrel took place. It is not a fact that PW-3 did not state before the

police that the accused Sultan did not catch the son of Hamid. He deposed

that Hamid Ali brouqht him and his wife before this court to depose. Sultan

Ali had left his place and had gone to another place. It is not a fact that he

heard that the son of Hamid Ali Waris Ali committed rape upon the wife of the
)

accused Sultan Ali. He heard only that his son was in jail hazot. It is not a fact. . . . .

that that they appeared in the court along with Waris Ali and adduced

~,
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evidence in his favour.

8. PW4, Mustt. Mariam Nessa deposed that she knows Hamid Ali

and the accused persons. The occurrence took place about 4/5 years ago. On

the date of occurrence at about 7/8 pm, hearing hulla she and her husband

went to the place of occurrence and saw the accused Sultan was assaulting

Warish Ali with a lathi. Many people gathered there and Waris was taken to

hospital.

In cross-examination, he deposed that their house is adjacent

to the house of Sultan Ali. She deposed that Waris Ali used to go to the house

of Sultan Ali. They are brothers in relation. It was dark when she went there.

She saw them from a distance of 8/9 ft. away. She saw assaulting with a

small piece of wooden lathi. It is not a fact that she stated before the 10 that

the accused assaulted Waris Ali with a bamboo stick. Later she saw blood

oozing out from the te~th of Waris Ali. It is not a fact that she did not state

before the police that blood was oozing out from his teeth. Sultan Ali had left

that place. She heard. that the wife of Sultan Ali had lodged a case against

Waris Ali for which he was in jail hazot. It is not a fact that she has deposed

falsely in favour of Hamid Ali as tutored by him.

9. PW5 Md Hussain Ali deposed that he knows both the complainant

and the accused persons. The occurrence took place about 4/5 years ago. On the

night of occurrence at about 7/7.30 PM Waris Ali asked me for the balance(Doga-

Palla) and as I have told him that he has no balance(Doga-palla) with him Wads

Ali left the place and after 6/7 minutes, he heard hulla on the road and came out

to the road and he saw Waris was lying in the Courtyard of the accused persons

in injured condition. Thereafter, he took the injured to his home and then the

injured was taken to the Civil Hospital of Jangalbasti. On being asked' Waris

stated him that three accused persons assaulted him. "-]~;~'
• ,~ ••• , -. -, ,#

'.

DUring tross-examination PW5 stated that on the date of

occurrence he met the accused on the road. He stated that he did not see the

assault personally, but, he saw the accused persons with lathi on their hands:

H·
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10. PW6 Md'Taharuddin deposed that the accused persons belong to

their same village and the occurrence took place about 6/7 years back and he

was returning from Sirajuli to his home. On the way, near the house of accused

he heard some noise and saw gathering of people. On being asked, he came to

know that accused persons assaulted Waris Ali. He saw the injured lying in the

Courtyard of the accused persons who was senseless. Then he took the injured

to Dhekiajuli Hospital. Lateron, the injured Waris Ali informed him that he was

assaulted by the accused persons.

In his cross-examination PW6 deposed that he reached the place

of occurrence 1/2 an hour after the incident and he found the injured lying there

and accused persons were not present at that time. He also seen the

neighbouring people were standing on the road. He along with Musaraf and Mia

Hussain took the injured to the house of Musaraf. As it was night, he could not

see the injury on the person of injured. He also stated that he came to' know

about the assault from the mouth of the persons who were standing on the road.

He heard that on the day of occurrence, Waris Ali attempted to rape the wife of
accused Sultan.

12. PW7 Md' AbdCJIKhaleque Ahmed deposed that he knows both

accused and the complainant of this case. The occurrence took place about five

years back in the house of accused Sultan. At that time, it was the time of

Ramjan and he was at his home. He was informed about the occurrence by one

Basir Ahmed and Musaraf Hussain and then he rushed to the place of occurrence

i.e. the house of accused Sultan and there he saw a gathering of people "ahd the

injured Waris Ali was lying in the courtyard of accused in injured cooditi'6n. He

came to know that the accused persons assaulted Waris. Blood was Oozing from

his head. Thereafter, the Injured was taken to the Dhekiajuli hospital immediately

with the help of other persons.

In cross-examination, he deposed that he was the VDP Secretary
for last 22 years.

13. PW8 Md' Tnul Haque deposed that he knows both informant and

~
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accused persons. Occurrence took place about 5 years back at about 7.30 PM. At

the time of occurrence it the month of Ramjan and while he came out from

Masjid he heard hulla and accordingly he went to the house of Hakimuddin and

saw that the son of Hamid Ali was lying in front of the house of Hakimuddin. He

saw injurles on the head, hand and chest of Waris AIL Many people gathered

there and they informed him that the accused persons assaulted Waris. He then

arranged a vehicle and took the injured to the Police Station and from there the

injured was sent to Tezpur Civil Hospital for his treatment. He stated further that

there is dispute between the parties due to the boundary of land.

During cross-examination, PW7 stated that the he did not see the

assault personally. He also stated that he only came to know about the

occurrence from the persons gathered in the place of occurrence. At the time of

occurrence, he had not seen the accused persons in the place of occurrence. He

also stated that he heard from other persons that the injured attempted to

commit rape to the wife of accused Sultan and for that a case has been

registered against injured Waris Ali and for that he had to be in jail hazat.

14. PW9 Md Mohor Ali deposed that he also knows both the-accused

persons and the informant and the occurrence took place about s-sv, years' back

in front of the house of accused Sultan. At the time of occurrence, he was at his

home. When he heard hulla, he came to the place of occurrence and saw that

accused persons were assaulting Waris Ali with lathi. He deposed that the injured

sustained injuries on his head, hand, leg ete and blood was oozing out from his

mouth. He deposed that on seeing the occurrence, he made hulla and then the

people gathered there and then the accused persons came back to their own

house. Thereafter, Basir and Musaraf Hussain took the injured to the Hospital.

In cross-exarmnatton PW9 stated that before the incident, injured

Waris Ali took him from his house for bringing the balance . He further stated

that he himself saw that' the accused persons assaulted Waris with bambbblathf,

but, due to darkness he could not recognized that which accused persons

assaulted where on the person of the injured. He also stated lhatthereis no

other person at the time' of assault and as he raised hulla then nearby people

. ~
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gathered at the place of occurrence and he accused persons entered into their

house.

15. PWIO Dr. Ranjan Kr Mahanta who is the medical officer deposed

that on 08-09-2009 he was at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur as M & HO-l and

on that day he examined Waris Ali on police requisition and found history of

assault and swelling over rig~t parietal region of scalp measuring 4cm x 3cm. No

other injury was found. Injury was caused by blunt object. Ext.2 is the medical

report and Ext.2(1) is his signature.

In cross-examination, the MO stated that such type of injury may

occur by falling on a blunt object.

16. Upon careful perusal of the case record and the entire evidence

put forward by the prosecution side, it appears that PW1 Hamid Ali @ Abdul

Hamid who is the informant of this case is a hearsay witness and he implicated

the accused persons in his deposition as informed by his son Waris Ali. He stated

that he saw head injury of his son. Lateran, his son told him that accused Sultan,

Sikandar and Saiful caused him hurt. It is admitted that PW1 had not seen the

occurrence as he was not present at the place of occurrence. During his cross-

examination also, he admitted that he lodged the ejahar narrating the incident as

informed by his son. It is also admitted by PWl that prior to 11/2months, there

was an altercation between them and the accused persons. It is deposed by PWl

that owing to the incideht which took place 11/2months ago, accused Sultan Ali

also lodged a case against the son of PW1 for which he was sent to jail hazot.

Moreover, PWI deposed during his cross-examination that he does not know

whether Saiful and Sikandar were present at the place of occurrence or not .as he

did not visit the place of occurrence. So, PWI is a hearsay witnessandheonly

saw the alleged head ihjury of his son Waris Ali and he is a reported Witness,

though the informant of this case. PW2 Waris Ali has implicated the accused

persons and he deposed that accused Sultan inflicted injury on his head With a

lathi from behind and he lost his consciousness. Again he was caused hurt on his

head and he regains his consciousness and so that accuse Saiful and Sikandar

were holding his hand and accused Sultan was causing hurt with a lathi. All the

~. --Clt/~f }uaid.l U..,,,,;,·;··t1fl
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accused persons dragged him to the 'Beel', Then Majibur, Basir and Tafaruddin

came and disbursed the accused persons. But, PW6 Tafaruddin deposed that he

was going to his house when he reached the house of the accused persons, he

heard hulla there and on being asked, he came to know that accused persons

assaulted Waris Ali. He saw the injured lying in the Courtyard of the accused

persons who was senseless. Then he took the injured to Dhekiajuli Hospital.

Lateron, the injured Waris Ali informed him that he was assaulted by the accused

persons. So, the deposition of PWl has not been corroborated by PW6. PWl

deposed that PW6 disbursed the accused persons near the 'Beel' where the

accused persons were dragged the injured to the 'Beel', But, PW6 did not state

like that. PW6 also deposed that he reached the place of occurrence 1/2 an hour

after the incident and he found the injured lying there and accused persons were

not present at that time:PW3 Hasmat Ali was sleeping in his house at about 7/8

PM. Hearing hulla, his wife got him awoke and he rushed to the place of

occurrence. He saw that accused Sultan was holding the son of Hamid Ali i.e the

injured and was assaulting him. After that the injured was taken to Dhekiajuli

Hospital. In cross-examination, he deposed the he saw the son of Hamid crying

at the place of occurrence, but, he had not see:'! any blood on his body. In cross-

examination he also deposed that he had not seen the occurrence and he does

not know why the incident took place. PW3 has stated that he saw the injured

who was crying at that time, but, PW2 deposed that the injured became

senseless soon after the incident. So, this is a vital contradiction on' the part of
the witnesses. PW4 Msstt Mariam Nessa is the wife of PW3 Hamid' AliWh6

deposed that on the day of occurrence she was sleeping in her hoUse arid-she

heard hulla at the place of occurrence, then she informed her husband. When

she went to the place of occurrence, she saw that accused Sultan was causing

hurt to W,lris Ali with a lathi. In her cross-examination also, she deposed that she

saw the accused causing hurt to PW2 twice with a lathi and she also saw blood

was oozing out from the teeth of PW2. This witness is also not trustworthy as

because she is the wife of PW3 who deposed that he had not seen the

occurrence. As both them went out together to the place of occurrence So, it is

quite unbelievable thatPW3 had not seen the occurrence. PW4 had seen the

occurrence of causing hurt by the accused persons to PW2. Again, she deposed

that she saw blood was oozing out from the teeth of injured. But, the injured-

~
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17. PW5 deposed that hearing hulla, he went out to the place of

occurrence and saw Waris Ali lying in the courtyard of the accused. He also saw

injury in the mouth of PW2 and blood oozing out from the wound. But, as per

medical report, there is injury in the mouth of PW2. The medical officer on i.e.

the PW10 has specifically mentioned that no other injury except swelling over

right parietal region of scalp is found on the body of the injured. PW5 also

deposed that he saw the accused persons with lathi on their hands. But, PW5

stated that the injured was lying in the Courtyard of the accused persons. But,

PW2 himself stated that he was taken near the "Beel" by the accused persons:

\.r'l.(. ~'~.~ PW6 deposed that he saw the injured lying the courtyard of the accused persons

\V~\t;---~~~;\ and at that time the injured was in senseless condition. But, PW3 saw the injured

:;;~(' ~"". "'\ .1rt\ who was crying at that time. PW5 also deposed that about 6/7 minutes after the

. ~ t ~ ; ~'Iincident he reached the place of occurrence and he ~aw blood was oozing 'out

.\:..~~ )'. from the mouth of the accused and then he took the Injured to hiS house. After

'~~'- .,.~;;.. that he was taken to Janqalbosti hospital. But, PW2 has not stated that he was.-,..,..~f>"'·
taken to the house of PW5.PW7 also deposed that he came to know that the

accused persons caused hurt to Waris Ali and he went there and saw the injured

sustaining injury on his mouth and the injured was immediately taken to

Dhekiajuli hospital. But,' PW6 deposed that he reached the place of occurrence

after 1/2 an hour of the incident and he also saw the injured lying in the courtyard

of the accused persons. So, evidence PW6 is also not believable: But, 'PW8 atthe

same time deposed that he found the injured lying on the road near the house of

Hakimuddin. He also claimed that he has not seen the injured after theincident

lying on the road. But, the other witnesses deposed that the injured was lying in

the courtyard of the accused persons. PW9 deposed that he was at his house at

the time of occurrence. When he heard hulla, he came to the place of occurrence

and saw that accused persons were assaulting Waris Ali with lathi. He deposed

that the injured sustained injuries on his head, hand, leg etc and blood was

oozing out from his mouth. He deposed that on seeing the occurrence, he made

hulla and then the people gathered there and then the accused persons came

II
PW2 and PW3 who is the husband of PW4 did not state anything regarding the

injury on the teeth. Moreover, PW3 deposed that he had not seen any blood

oozing out from the body of PW2.

Clife!)~ °M.giS"."
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12
back to their own house. But, PW5 deposed that upon hearing hulla he came to

the place of occurrence and saw accused persons standing with lathi in their

hands. Hence, evidence of PW9 is also not trustworthy.

18. 50, from the careful perusal of the evidences on record, I find so

many contradictions amongst the testimonies of the witnesses. All the witnesses

have stated that they saw either the occurrence or they reached soon after the

incident and they saw the injured lying there. One witness is saying that he saw

the injured lying on the courtyard of the accused persons, another is saying that

he was taken by the accused persons to the "BeeIN

• One witness is saying that

the injured was senseless and was lying in the courtyard of accused persons and

other witness is saying that he found the injured was crying at the place of

\&"' .••.~ occurrence. Again one witness is saying blood was oozing out from the tnjury
".J,>\C . l!u~ ~

s,~ r'~ --'""""'~,,"\.'\.sustained in the mouth' of the injured, but, as per the medical report no such

(('~(.' .'t I injury in the mouth is present. One witness is saying that he reached the place of
0({ ;'~9' I t.t'
9. \ !'"I occurrence about 6/7 minutes after the incident and he found the injured lyingV~l .'(; \ there and at the same time another witness has deposed that he reachedthe

' .•..•.",~, ~:..-;;, place of occurrence 112 an hour after the incident and he also found the injured

lying at the place of occurrence. These are the vital contradictions found from the

testimonies of the witnesses examined by the prosecution which cannot be over

looked. Moreover, it is an admitted position that the wife of accused Sultan Ali

had lodged an ejahar with an allegation of rape against the injured of this case

i.e, Waris AIL It is also admitted fact that for that case Waris Ali had to be in jail

hazot. 50, in presence of so many discrepancies amongst the witnesses examined

by the prosecution, in presence of so many contradictions and there is previous

enmity between the parties as reflected in the depositions of the PWs, I do not

find it fit to hold conviction against the accused persons under Section

341/325/34 of the IPC.

19. From the above discussion it appears that the whole

prosecution story is doubtful. 50, considering all these aspects; it appears that

the evidence put forward by the prosecution side is not sufficient to hold the

accused guilty under Section 341/325/34 of IPC. Hence, the accused persons are

entitled to get the benefit of doubt.

~
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20. In view of the above I find that, prosecution has failed to

prove the case against accused Sultan AIi, Saiful Ali and Sikandar Ali under

Section 341/325/34 of IPC beyond all reasonable doubt. As a result the

accused persons are acquitted and set at liberty.

The liability of the bailor is extended for 6 (six) months from

today as per provision of the amended Cr.P.c.

Send a copy of this judgment to the District Magistrate as per

provision of Section 365, of CrPC.

The case is disposed of on contest.

This Judgment is given under my hand and the seal of this

Court on this 14thday of July, 2017.

Transcribed and typed by me:

(Pori Vas)
-Steno-
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Prosecution witnesses

Defence witnesses

1. PWl
2. PW2
3. PW3
4. PW4
5. PW5
6. PW6
7. PW7
8. PW8
9. PW9
lO.PW10

Nil

Md Hamid Ali @ Abdul Hamid,
Md Waris'Ali,
Md Hasmat AIi,
Must Mariam Nessa,
Md Hussain AIi,
Md Tafaruddin
Md Abdul Khaleque Ahmed,
Md lnul Haque
Md Mohar Ali
Dr. Ranjan Kr. Mahanta

Documents exhibited by the prosecution

1. Ext. 1
2. Ext. 2

: Ejahar,
: Medical report,

',. t

Documents exhibited by the defence

Nil.


